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AN OKA PRINCIPLE FOR EQUIVARIANT ISOMORPHISMS

FRANK KUTZSCHEBAUCH, FINNUR LÁRUSSON, GERALD W. SCHWARZ

Abstract. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically on normal

Stein spaces X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common categorical

quotient Q. When is there a global G-biholomorphism X → Y ?

If the actions of G on X and Y are what we, with justification, call generic, we

prove that the obstruction to solving this local-to-global problem is topological and

provide sufficient conditions for it to vanish. Our main tool is the equivariant version

of Grauert’s Oka principle due to Heinzner and Kutzschebauch.

We prove that X and Y are G-biholomorphic if X is K-contractible, where K is

a maximal compact subgroup of G, or if X and Y are smooth and there is a G-

diffeomorphism ψ : X → Y over Q, which is holomorphic when restricted to each

fibre of the quotient map X → Q. We prove a similar theorem when ψ is only a

G-homeomorphism, but with an assumption about its action on G-finite functions.

When G is abelian, we obtain stronger theorems. Our results can be interpreted as

instances of the Oka principle for sections of the sheaf of G-biholomorphisms from X to

Y over Q. This sheaf can be badly singular, even for a low-dimensional representation

of SL2(C).

Our work is in part motivated by the linearisation problem for actions on Cn. It

follows from one of our main results that a holomorphicG-action on Cn, which is locally

G-biholomorphic over a common quotient to a generic linear action, is linearisable.
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1. Introduction

In renowned work from the late 1950s, Grauert showed that a holomorphic principal
G-bundle over a Stein space, where G is a complex Lie group, has a holomorphic section

if it has a continuous section [9]. In fact, every continuous section can be deformed to
a holomorphic section. This is an instance of the Oka principle, a metatheorem sup-
ported by many actual theorems, saying that on Stein spaces, there are only topological

obstructions to solving holomorphic problems that can be cohomologically formulated.
In a seminal paper of 1989, Gromov showed that the structure group is immaterial, so
Grauert’s theorem holds for any holomorphic fibre bundle whose fibre is a complex Lie

group [10]. And recently, Forstnerič has shown that Grauert’s theorem holds even more
generally for sections of any holomorphic submersion over a Stein space with the struc-

ture of a stratified holomorphic fibre bundle with complex Lie groups as fibres [6]. (We
should say that we have not stated the theorems of Grauert, Gromov, and Forstnerič in
their full strength.) For more information on the Oka principle, see the monograph [7]

and the survey [8].

In this paper, we prove Oka principles for sections of sheaves of groups that arise
naturally in geometric invariant theory and that can be so singular, even for a low-

dimensional representation of SL2(C) (Example 8), that they are not represented by a
complex space over the base. The motivation for our study is to extend the Oka principle
to “singular bundles” that lie beyond the reach of the theorems mentioned above, and

at the same time to explore applications of the Oka principle in geometric invariant
theory. Also, there is more specific motivation coming from the so-called linearisation
problem, which we describe at the end of this section.

For more details on the following, see the next section. Let G be a reductive complex
Lie group. Let X and Y be normal Stein spaces (always taken to be connected) on
which G acts holomorphically. The categorical quotients X//G and Y //G are normal

Stein spaces. Assume that there is a biholomorphism τ : X//G → Y //G that locally
lifts to G-equivariant biholomorphisms between G-saturated open subsets of X and Y .
We use τ to identify the quotients, and call the common quotient Q with quotient maps

p : X → Q and r : Y → Q. Our assumption, then, is that there is an open cover (Ui)i∈I
of Q and G-equivariant biholomorphisms φi : p

−1(Ui) → r−1(Ui) over Ui (meaning that

φi descends to the identity map of Ui). We express the assumption by saying that X
and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient.

We want to conclude that there is a global G-biholomorphism X → Y . If X and Y
are what we, with justification, call generic (see below), we prove that the obstruction

to solving our local-to-global problem is topological and provide sufficient conditions for
it to vanish.

If X is smooth, the common quotient Q has a natural stratification, the Luna strat-

ification. We call the corresponding stratified space the Luna quotient. There is a
unique open stratum Qpr, the principal stratum, and we set Xpr = p−1(Qpr). If X is
only normal, then we still have a stratification by isotropy type. There is a unique open

stratum Qpr in this case also, and the two definitions coincide when X is smooth. We
say that X (or the G-action on X) is 2-principal if X \ Xpr has codimension at least

2 in X . If, in addition, Xpr consists of closed orbits with trivial stabiliser, we say that
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X (or the G-action on X) is generic. In this case, the quotient map Xpr → Qpr is a
principal G-bundle [33, Cor. 5.5]. We justify the term “generic” in Remark 5 below.
Our assumptions on X and Y show that X is generic if and only if Y is generic.

Remark 1. If X and Y are smooth and locally G-biholomorphic over a common quo-
tient (in particular, if X and Y are G-biholomorphic), then X and Y have isomorphic
Luna quotients. In [30, Ex. 4.4], there is an example of an automorphism of a Luna quo-

tient of a generic G-module which does not lift over any neighbourhood of the image of
the origin. Thus an isomorphism of Luna quotients need not lift to a G-biholomorphism,
even locally. By slice theory, if the Luna quotients are isomorphic, then there are G-

biholomorphisms φi : p
−1(Ui) → r−1(Ui) as above, except that φi need not descend to

the identity map of Ui. We do not know whether X and Y having isomorphic Luna

quotients implies that they are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient.

Let ψij be the G-biholomorphism defined as φ−1
i ◦ φj on p

−1(Ui ∩ Uj). Then (ψij) is
a cocycle with respect to the open cover (Ui) of Q with coefficients in the sheaf A of
groups of G-biholomorphisms of X over Q. There is a G-biholomorphism X → Y over

Q if and only if the cocycle splits, so the obstruction to X and Y being G-biholomorphic
over Q is an element of the cohomology set H1(Q,A ).

The important consequence of genericity is that the cocycle (ψij) may be viewed as

consisting of G-equivariant holomorphic maps p−1(Ui ∩ Uj) → G, where G acts on the
target G by conjugation (Lemma 6). The cocycle thus defines a holomorphic principal
bundle E over X with two commuting actions of G, one being part of the principal

bundle structure, and the other making the projection E → X equivariant. The bundle
E with the two G-actions is holomorphically trivial if and only if the cocycle splits.

We are now able to apply our fundamental tool, the equivariant version of Grauert’s

Oka principle due to Heinzner and Kutzschebauch [12], which implies that E is holo-
morphically trivial if it is topologically trivial. We conclude that in the generic case,
the obstruction to X and Y being G-biholomorphic is topological (Theorem 7).

Using, among other things, the equivariant version of the theory of universal bundles
over classifying spaces, we go on to prove the first main result of the paper (Theorems 10
and 13). Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G. We say that X is K-contractible

if the identity map of X can be joined to a constant map by a continuous path of K-
equivariant continuous maps X → X . The value of the constant map is then a fixed
point of the K-action on X , and hence of the G-action as well.

Theorem A. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group, and let K be a maximal compact
subgroup of G. Let X and Y be normal Stein spaces on which G acts holomorphically
and generically, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient.

If X is K-contractible, then X and Y are G-biholomorphic. If G is abelian and X is
smooth, it suffices that X be Z-acyclic.

Our second main result is the following (Corollary 17).

Theorem B. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically and gener-

ically on Stein manifolds X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common
quotient Q. Suppose there is a G-equivariant diffeomorphism X → Y over Q, which
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is holomorphic when restricted to each fibre of the quotient map. Then X and Y are
G-biholomorphic over Q.

In future work we hope to remove the genericity assumption, but this will require

different methods.

We would like to interpret Theorems A and B as follows. Let I be the sheaf of sets
of G-biholomorphisms from X to Y over Q. It is locally isomorphic to the sheaf A ,

and is an A -torsor, meaning that each stalk of A acts freely and transitively on the
corresponding stalk of I . Theorems A and B each provide a sufficient condition for
I to have a holomorphic section. Theorem A says that it does if X is K-contractible.

Theorem B says that it does if it has a smooth section.

We conjecture that I has a holomorphic section if it has a continuous section, but
this we cannot prove in general. We offer two partial results in this direction. The

first (Theorem 12) says that if X is smooth and G is abelian and the complement of
the principal stratum Qpr has codimension at least 3 in Q, then I has a holomorphic
section over Q if it has a continuous section merely over Qpr.

The second result (Theorem 22) replaces the diffeomorphism in Theorem B by a
homeomorphism satisfying a technical condition described at the beginning of Section 7.
Thus, if I has a continuous section satisfying this condition, then I has a holomorphic

section.

We remark that we do not prove Theorem B and Theorem 22 by deforming the
diffeomorphism or homeomorphism in question to a biholomorphism. Rather, we deform

it to a diffeomorphism or homeomorphism of a kind that we call special, the existence
of which implies the existence of a biholomorphism by the equivariant Oka principle of
Heinzner and Kutzschebauch.

We conclude this section with a few words about the linearisation problem. The

groups of holomorphic and algebraic automorphisms of Cn are infinite-dimensional and
quite mysterious for n ≥ 2 in the holomorphic case and n ≥ 3 in the algebraic case.

It is of interest to study complex Lie subgroups of these groups, up to conjugacy. The
problem of linearising actions of reductive groups on Cn has attracted much attention
both in the algebraic and holomorphic settings ([14], [16]).

Linearisation problem. Let a reductive complex Lie group G act algebraically (resp.

holomorphically) on C
n. Is it conjugate inside the group of algebraic (resp. holomor-

phic) automorphisms of Cn to a subgroup of GLn(C)? In other words, is there an
algebraic (resp. holomorphic) change of coordinates on Cn that makes G act by linear

transformations?

The first counterexamples for the algebraic linearisation problem were constructed

by Schwarz [27] for n ≥ 4. His examples are holomorphically linearisable. The holomor-
phic linearisation problem for C∗-actions on Cn, n ≥ 4, was solved in the negative by

Derksen and Kutzschebauch [4], who constructed holomorphic C
∗-actions on C

n whose
stratified categorical quotients are not isomorphic to the stratified quotient of any linear
action. For n ≥ 5, there are even holomorphically parametrised families of mutually

holomorphically inequivalent holomorphic C
∗-actions on C

n [20].

Our contribution to the linearisation problem is the following consequence of Theo-
rem A (Corollaries 14 and 15).
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Theorem C. Let X be a Stein manifold on which a reductive complex Lie group G acts
holomorphically. If X is locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient to a generic
G-module V , then X is G-biholomorphic to V .

Note that the theorem gives a sufficient condition for a Stein manifold to be biholo-
morphic to Cn.

Acknowledgement. We thank G. Tomassini for pointing us to the reference [1], which

helped us complete the proof of Theorem 12. We also thank the referees for valuable
comments that helped us improve the exposition.

2. Generic actions

We start with some background. For more information, see [22] and [33, Sec. 6]. Let
X be a normal Stein space with a holomorphic action of a reductive complex Lie group
G. The categorical quotient Q = X//G of X by the action of G is the set of closed

orbits in X with a reduced Stein structure that makes the quotient map p : X → Q the
universal G-invariant holomorphic map from X to a Stein space. Since X is normal,
Q is normal. If U is an open subset of Q, then OX(p

−1(U))G ∼= OQ(U). If X is a G-

module, then Q is just the complex space corresponding to the affine algebraic variety
with coordinate ring Oalg(X)G. We say that a subset of X is G-saturated if it is a

union of fibres of p. If Gx is a closed orbit, then the stabiliser (or isotropy group) Gx is
reductive. We say that closed orbits Gx and Gx′ have the same isotropy type if Gx is
G-conjugate to Gx′ . Thus we get the isotropy type stratification of Q with strata whose

labels are conjugacy classes of reductive subgroups of G.

Let H be a reductive subgroup of G and let Z be a normal Stein H-space. Define
G×HZ to be the orbit space of the free H-action on G×Z given by h·(g, z) = (gh−1, hz).

We denote the H-orbit of (g, z) by [g, z]. Since G×Z is Stein and normal, so is G×H Z.
Note that G acts naturally on G×H Z on the left.

Let q ∈ Q and take a point x in the unique closed G-orbit in p−1(q). Set H = Gx.

The slice theorem states that there is a locally closed H-saturated Stein subvariety S of
X (the slice) containing x such that G×H S → X , [g, s] 7→ gs, is a G-biholomorphism
onto a G-saturated neighbourhood of x in X . If x is a smooth point of X , the H-

module TxX/Tx(Gx) is called the slice representation at x. In this case, we may assume
that the slice S is H-biholomorphic to an H-saturated neighbourhood of the origin
0 in TxX/Tx(Gx), with 0 corresponding to x. Since H is reductive, we can identify

TxX/Tx(Gx) with an H-stable complement W to Tx(Gx) in TxX . Write the H-module
W as WH ⊕ W ′. We may choose the slice S to be H-biholomorphic to B1 × B2,
where 0 ∈ B1 ⊂ WH and 0 ∈ B2 ⊂ W ′. Then B1 maps biholomorphically onto

a neighbourhood U of p(x) in the stratum through p(x). Thus x has a G-saturated
neighbourhood biholomorphic to U × (G×H B2), and p : p

−1(U) → U is a trivial bundle

with fibre G×H
N (W ′), where N (W ′) is the null cone of W ′, that is, the union of the

H-orbits whose closure contains 0.

Assume that X is smooth and that Gx = gGx′g−1 = Ggx′, where Gx and Gx′ are
closed. We say that Gx and Gx′ have the same slice type if the slice representations of Gx

at x and gx′ are isomorphic. Declaring points in Q to be equivalent if the closed orbits
above them have the same slice type defines a holomorphic stratification of Q, called
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the Luna stratification. The strata are smooth locally closed subvarieties of Q. We call
Q, viewed as a stratified complex space with each stratum labelled by the isomorphism
class of the corresponding slice representation, the Luna quotient of X by the action of

G. An isomorphism of Luna quotients is a biholomorphism respecting the additional
structure. Precisely one Luna stratum is open in Q: this is the principal stratum Qpr.
The corresponding stabiliser, well defined up to conjugation in G, is called the principal

stabiliser. The closed orbits above the principal stratum are called principal orbits.
The stratification of Q by isotropy type is coarser than the Luna stratification, but
the connected components of the strata in the two stratifications are the same. Both

stratifications are locally finite, meaning that each point of Q has a neighbourhood that
intersects only finitely many strata. The isotropy type stratification exists even if X is

not smooth, and then there is still an open and dense principal stratum Qpr.

Let X and Y be normal Stein spaces (always assumed connected) on which a re-
ductive complex Lie group G acts holomorphically, such that X and Y are locally

G-biholomorphic over a common quotient Q. Call the quotient maps p : X → Q and
r : Y → Q. As in the introduction, there is an open cover (Ui) of Q and a cocycle
(ψij) with coefficients in the sheaf A of groups of G-biholomorphisms of X over Q.

The obstruction to X and Y being G-biholomorphic is the corresponding element in
H1(Q,A ).

Example 2. Let Q be a Stein manifold with H2(Q,Z) 6= 0, and let L and M be non-
isomorphic holomorphic line bundles on Q. Let X and Y be the manifolds obtained
from L and M , respectively, by removing the zero sections. Vector bundles over Stein

manifolds are Stein, and the complement of a hypersurface in a Stein manifold is Stein,
so X and Y are Stein. The actions of C∗ on L and M by scalar multiplication in
each fibre restrict to actions on X and Y . The actions are obviously free and generic.

The categorical quotient of both X and Y is Q with a trivial stratification. Clearly,
X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over Q. It is easily seen that a C∗-equivariant

biholomorphism X → Y over Q would extend to an isomorphism L → M . Conversely,
an isomorphism L → M restricts to a C∗-equivariant biholomorphism X → Y over
Q. Here, the sheaf A of G-biholomorphisms of X over Q is simply the sheaf O∗ of

nowhere-vanishing holomorphic functions. Indeed, the obstruction to X and Y being
G-biholomorphic over Q is given by the element of H1(Q,A ) ∼= H2(Q,Z) represented
by L⊗M∗.

So as not to break the flow of this section, we have postponed to the next section
an example showing that the sheaf A can be badly behaved in that it need not be

represented by a complex space.

In the introduction, we defined what it means for the action of G on a normal Stein
space X to be generic and 2-principal. The action of G on X is said to be stable if there
is a nonempty open subset of X consisting of closed orbits; equivalently, Xpr = p−1(Qpr)

consists of closed orbits. We can reduce the stable 2-principal case to the generic case
as follows.

Proposition 3. Let X be stable and 2-principal and let H be a principal stabiliser.
Let XH be the union of the irreducible components of the H-fixed point set XH which

6



intersect Xpr. Then there is a G-equivariant biholomorphism

φ : G×NG(H) XH → X, [g, x] 7→ gx.

Moreover, XH is normal and the action of NG(H)/H on XH is generic.

Here, NG(H) denotes the normaliser of H in G. Without the assumption that X

is stable and 2-principal, X//G is biholomorphic to XH//NG(H) [23]. See also [28,
Thm. 7.5].

Proof. Clearly XH is NG(H)-stable. Set X ′ = G×NG(H)XH . Suppose that x ∈ XH∩Xpr

and gx ∈ XH . Then the stabiliser Ggx contains H and is conjugate to H , so Ggx = H .
But Ggx = gGxg

−1 = gHg−1, so g ∈ NG(H). Hence every principal orbit intersects XH

in an NG(H)-orbit with stabiliser H , and

Gx = G×NG(H) (Gx ∩XH).

By construction then, φ induces a biholomorphism φpr : X
′
pr → Xpr, and X

′
pr is open and

dense in X ′ since Xpr ∩XH is dense in XH . Since codimX \Xpr ≥ 2, the inverse of φpr

extends to be holomorphic on X . Hence φ is a biholomorphism. Observe that the Luna
quotient of XH by NG(H)/H is determined by that of X by G, and vice versa. Since

X ′ is a bundle over G/NG(H), if codimXH \ (XH)pr < 2, then codimX ′ \ (X ′)pr < 2:
a contradiction. Hence codimXH \ (XH)pr ≥ 2. Finally, XH is normal since X ′ ∼= X is
normal. �

Corollary 4. Let X and Y be locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient and let
H be a principal stabiliser. Suppose that X is stable and 2-principal. Then Y is stable

and 2-principal. Let X ′, Y ′, XH , and YH be as above. Then X is G-biholomorphic to Y
if and only if X ′ is G-biholomorphic to Y ′ if and only if XH is NG(H)/H-biholomorphic
to YH.

Using the results above, one can prove versions of our main theorems with the hy-
pothesis of genericity replaced by the assumption that the actions are 2-principal and

stable. We leave this as an exercise for the reader.

Remark 5. Our use of the term generic is rigorously justified in the case of G-modules.

If G is simple, then, up to isomorphism, all but finitely many G-modules V with V G = 0
are 2-principal and stable [28, Cor. 11.6 (1)]. There is a similar result for semisimple
groups [28, Cor. 11.6 (2)]. If a G-module V is 2-principal and stable, then the principal

stabiliser H is the kernel of the action of G on V , so by replacing G by G/H , we may
assume that the principal stabiliser is trivial [29, Rem. 2.6]. A “random” C∗-module is

generic, although infinite families of counterexamples exist. More precisely, a faithful
n-dimensional C∗-representation without zero weights is generic if and only if it has at
least two positive weights and at least two negative weights and any n− 1 weights are

coprime. As justification for our use of the term generic for arbitrary Stein G-manifolds
X , we note that X is generic if and only if each of its slice representations is generic.

For us, the important consequence of X being generic is that sections of A over an

open subset U of Q may be identified with G-equivariant holomorphic maps p−1(U) →
G, where G acts on the target G by conjugation: h · g = hgh−1.

7



Lemma 6. Let X be a normal Stein space with a generic holomorphic action of a
reductive complex Lie group G. Let p : X → Q be the categorical quotient map. Let
U be an open subset of Q. There is a bijective correspondence between G-equivariant

biholomorphisms ψ of p−1(U) over U and G-equivariant holomorphic maps γ : p−1(U) →
G, where G acts on itself by conjugation, given by ψ(x) = γ(x)x.

Proof. Clearly, every G-equivariant holomorphic map γ : p−1(U) → G induces a G-
biholomorphism of p−1(U) over U by the formula x 7→ γ(x)x. We need to show that
every G-biholomorphism is induced by a unique such map.

The assumption that the action is generic implies that holomorphic functions, and
therefore also holomorphic maps into Stein spaces, extend uniquely from Xpr to X .
Hence we may assume that Qpr = Q, so p : X → Q is a principal G-bundle.

Now if ψ : p−1(U) → p−1(U) is a G-biholomorphism over U , then, since the action on

each fibre is free and transitive, there is a unique map γ : p−1(U) → G with ψ(x) = γ(x)x
for all x ∈ p−1(U), and, since the action is free,

(γ(gx)g)x = ψ(gx) = gψ(x) = gγ(x)x

implies that γ is G-equivariant. To show that γ is holomorphic, we holomorphically and
G-equivariantly trivialise p over a small open subset V of U , making p−1(V ) isomorphic

to G×V such that G acts by left multiplication in the first component. Then γ(g, y) =
(pr1 ◦ ψ(g, y))g

−1, so γ is holomorphic. �

We may now view the cocycle (ψij) as consisting of G-equivariant holomorphic maps
p−1(Uij) → G. Ignoring the G-equivariance for the moment, the cocycle defines a

holomorphic principal bundle E over X . The total space of E is obtained from the
disjoint union of p−1(Ui)×G, i ∈ I, by identifying (x, g) ∈ p−1(Ui)×G with (x, ψji(x)g) ∈

p−1(Uj)×G when x ∈ p−1(Uij). The action of G on the fibres is by right multiplication.

We define a holomorphic G-action on E by setting h · (x, g) = (hx, hg) for (x, g) ∈
p−1(Ui)×G and h ∈ G. The action is well defined since

(hx, hψji(x)g) = (hx, ψji(hx)hg)

is identified with (hx, hg) by the G-equivariance of the cocycle. The action commutes
with the action of G on the fibres (left and right multiplications commute), and the

projection E → X is G-equivariant. Thus, in the language of Lashof [21], which we
shall use below, E is a holomorphic principal G-G-bundle over X , where the first G acts
on E by a lift of its action on X , and the second G acts on each fibre of E. (In the

language of [12], E is a holomorphic G-principal G-bundle, where the first G acts on
each fibre and the second by a lift of the action on the base.)

Recall that X and Y are G-biholomorphic over Q if and only if the cocycle (ψij)

splits (as a cocycle of G-equivariant holomorphic maps to G). Equivalently, E is trivial
as a holomorphic principal G-G-bundle, meaning that it is isomorphic as a holomorphic
G-G-bundle to the trivial principal G-G-bundle X ×G with the action (h, h′) · (x, g) =

(hx, hgh′). By the equivariant Oka-Grauert principle of Heinzner and Kutzschebauch
[12, p. 341], this holds if (and of course only if) there is a topological K-equivariant
isomorphism from E to the trivial principal G-G-bundle, that is, if E is trivial as a

topological principal K-G-bundle. Here, K denotes a maximal compact subgroup of G.
(In our situation, the complexification XC discussed in [12] is X itself.)

8



Equivalently, the cocycle (ψij) splits as a cocycle of K-equivariant continuous maps
to G. In other words, there is a K-equivariant homeomorphism σ : X → Y of a certain
form. Namely, on p−1(Ui), we have σ(x) = φi(γi(x)x), where γi : p−1(Ui) → G is

continuous and K-equivariant.

In particular, we have proved the following result.

Theorem 7. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically and generi-
cally on normal Stein spaces X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common

quotient. The obstruction to X and Y being G-biholomorphic is topological. Namely,
there is a bundle naturally arising from the given data whose topological triviality is
equivalent to X and Y being G-biholomorphic.

In the following sections, we will provide sufficient conditions for the obstruction to

vanish, starting with the case when G is abelian.

To close this section, we remark that to conclude that E is trivial as a holomorphic
principal G-G-bundle over X , it suffices to know that E is trivial as a topological

principal K-G-bundle over a Kempf-Ness set R in X [12, p. 341]. In other words, it
suffices to split the cocycle (ψij) on R.

We also remark, in the context of G versus K, that if X = Cn or, more generally, X

has no nonconstant plurisubharmonic functions that are bounded above, then a holo-
morphic action of G on X is the same thing as an action (continuous or, equivalently,
real analytic) of K on X by biholomorphisms [19].

3. An example

Kraft and Schwarz have shown that if G is a reductive complex Lie group and X is an

affine G-variety such the categorical quotient map X → X//G is flat (this is a stringent
assumption), then the functor associating to a morphism Z → X//G the group of G-

automorphisms of the pullback Z ×X//G X over Z is represented by an affine group
scheme over the quotient [18, Prop. III.2.2]. The following example shows that this
may fail when the quotient map is not flat, even for a low-dimensional representation of

SL2(C).

Example 8. We let G = SL2(C) and consider the G-module V = C2 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C2 ∼= C6

with the action g · (v1, v2, v3) = (gv1, gv2, gv3). This is a well-studied action: see e.g.

[36], [3], and [15, Sec. I.4].

The categorical quotient map is π : V → Q = C3, (v1, v2, v3) 7→ (f3, f2, f1), where
f1 = det[v2 v3], f2 = det[v1 v3], f3 = det[v1 v2] [3, Thm. 6.6]. If π(v1, v2, v3) 6= 0, that
is, the three vectors span C2, then the π-fibre through (v1, v2, v3) is simply the orbit

through (v1, v2, v3), and is isomorphic to G with trivial stabiliser. In particular, the
action is generic with principal stratum Q∗ = Q \ {0}. The null cone N = π−1(0, 0, 0),

which consists of triples of vectors (v1, v2, v3) that span a line or are all zero, is a vector
bundle of rank 2 over P2 with the zero section blown down to a point [15, p. 28]. The
point corresponds to the triple (0, 0, 0) and is the unique closed orbit in N . The non-

closed orbits in N are the fibres of the vector bundle with zero removed.

It is clear that the group of G-automorphisms of each principal fibre is G itself. In
fact, over the principal stratum Q∗, since G acts freely, π is a principal G-bundle ([22,

9



Cor. 5], [33, Cor. 5.5]). Thus, over Q∗, the sheaf A of G-biholomorphisms of V over Q
is the sheaf of sections of a holomorphic principal G-bundle.

There is another useful action on V . Viewing V as C2 ⊗ C3, we see that there
is an action of H = GL3(C) on V , commuting with the G-action. Since the actions

commute, the H-action descends to Q, and π : V → Q is H-equivariant. Also, H acts
by conjugation on the G-automorphisms of V over Q. Clearly, H preserves the null cone

N , so each element of H induces a G-automorphism of N .

It is easily seen that H injects into AutG(N). In fact, AutG(N) = H (this is not
required for our arguments below). Namely, the occurrences of the representation C2

in Oalg(N) are spanned by the three copies of C2 in degree 1, and these copies of C2

generate Oalg(N). Thus an element of AutG(N) permutes the copies of C2 linearly and
corresponds to an element of H .

We will show that the sheaf A is not representable, in the sense that there is no group

object α : A → Q in the category of complex spaces over Q representing the functor
that takes a holomorphic map f : Y → Q of reduced complex spaces to the group of

G-automorphisms of Y ×QV over Y , meaning that there is a natural group isomorphism
between the group AutGY (Y ×Q V ) and the group Hom(f, α) of all holomorphic maps
g : Y → A with α ◦ g = f , which is naturally identified with the group of holomorphic

sections of Y ×Q A over Y . Informally speaking, A has a bad singularity over 0. Since

Y is reduced, Hom(f, α) is naturally identified with Hom(f, α̃), where α̃ : Ã→ Q is the
reduction of α. Thus we may assume that A is reduced.

Suppose such a representing α exists. We will derive a contradiction. First, letting
Y run through the points of Q, we see that the fibres of α over Q∗ are G. The fibre over
0 is AutG(N) ⊃ H . Over Q∗, A is connected (since G is connected) and 6-dimensional,

so α−1(Q∗) lies in a 6-dimensional irreducible component C of A. Clearly, H ∩ C 6= C,
so H ∩ C is a closed subgroup of H of dimension at most 5.

We want to know that H ∩ C is a normal subgroup of H , because this narrows

it down drastically. As a consequence of the Lie algebra sl3 being simple, a normal
subgroup of H either consists of scalar matrices or contains SL3(C). If H ∩C is normal,
since it is at most 5-dimensional, it must consist of scalar matrices, which is easily

contradicted. Indeed, take f in the universal property to be the inclusion of the line
Y = {(t, 0, 0) : t ∈ C} into Q. For t 6= 0,

π−1(t, 0, 0) = {(v1, v2, 0) ∈ V : det[v1 v2] = t} ∼= G,

and of course π−1(0, 0, 0) = N . These are the fibres of Y ×Q V → Y . There is a G-
automorphism of Y ×Q V over Y given by (v1, v2, v3) 7→ (2v1,

1
2
v2, v3). Its restriction to

N is given by a non-scalar element of H . (Alternatively, if we know that AutG(N) = H ,

we can simply observe that the fibre dimension of α|C cannot drop from 3 down to 0 or
1 over 0 ∈ Q.)

To see that H ∩ C is normal, we verify that the action of H by conjugation is built

into A via its universal property. Let h ∈ H and take f in the universal property above

to be A
α
−→ Q

h
−→ Q. Then we have a natural bijection between Hom(f, α), which is the

set of liftings of h to A, and AutGA(A×Q V ). The desired action of h on A is the lifting
10



corresponding to the G-automorphism

(φ, v) 7→ (φ, (hφh−1)(v))

of A×Q V over A.

4. Abelian reductive groups

We use the notation established at the beginning of Section 2. In this section, we take

G to be abelian. Then the conjugation action of G on itself is trivial, so a G-equivariant
map p−1(U) → G, where U ⊂ Q is open, is simply a G-invariant map. Thus, by the
universal property of the categorical quotient, A may be identified with the sheaf of

holomorphic maps from open subsets of Q into G.

If G is a torus (C∗)k, k ≥ 1, then

H1(Q,A ) ∼= H1(Q,O∗)k ∼= H2(Q,Z)k

since Q is Stein. The second isomorphism is Oka’s original Oka principle! The following
proposition shows that H2(Q,Z) vanishes if X is smooth and Z-acyclic.

Proposition 9. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically on a
Z-acyclic Stein manifold X. Then X//G is Z-acyclic.

Proof. First, X has a real-analytic K-invariant strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion,

and the corresponding Kempf-Ness setR is aK-equivariant strong deformation retract of
X [11, p. 23]. Hence, R/K is a strong deformation retract of X/K. Also, X//K = X//G
is homeomorphic to R/K [11, p. 22]. Therefore it suffices to show that the orbit space

X/K is Z-acyclic.

By a theorem of Oliver [25], to conclude that X/K is Z-acyclic, we need to know
that X is paracompact of finite cohomological dimension and with finitely many K-

orbit types (finitely many conjugacy classes of stabilisers). The first two conditions are
evident.

To verify the third condition, we use a theorem of Mann [24], which states that a
compact Lie group acting on an orientable cohomology manifold over Z with finitely

generated integral cohomology has only finitely many orbit types. We conclude that the
action of K on X has only finitely many orbit types. �

The following theorem is now immediate for tori, and with a little more work we can
prove it for abelian groups in general.

Theorem 10. Let X and Y be Stein manifolds on which a reductive complex Lie group
G acts holomorphically and generically, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic

over a common quotient. If G is abelian and X is Z-acyclic, then X and Y are G-
biholomorphic.

Proof. Since G is abelian, it is an extension of a torus T = (C∗)k by a finite abelian
group F . The short exact sequence 0 → T → G → F → 0 induces a short exact

sequence

0 → O(·, T ) → O(·, G) → O(·, F ) → 0
11



of sheaves of abelian groups on Q = X//G. Clearly, O(·, T ) = (O∗)k, O(·, G) = A , and
O(·, F ) is simply the sheaf of locally constant functions with values in F . Consider the
long exact sequence

· · · → H1(Q,O∗)k → H1(Q,A ) → H1(Q,F ) → · · · .

By Proposition 9, H1(Q,O∗) ∼= H2(Q,Z) = 0. By Proposition 9 and universal coef-
ficients, H1(Q,F ) = 0 (for this we require both H1(Q,Z) and H2(Q,Z) to vanish).

Hence H1(Q,A ) = 0, so the obstruction to X and Y being G-biholomorphic over Q
vanishes. �

Although we do not need it, we remark that arguments of Kraft, Petrie, and Randall

[17] in the algebraic case carry over to the analytic case and, combined with Proposition
9, show that if G is a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically on a con-
tractible Stein manifold X , then X//G is contractible. If there is a connected G-orbit,

for instance if G is connected or has a fixed point in X , then the result follows easily
from Proposition 9 and [2, Cor. II.6.3].

A deep theorem of Hochster and Roberts [13] states that the categorical quotient of a

smooth affine variety by the action of a reductive group is Cohen-Macaulay. Slice theory
allows us to easily extend the theorem to the holomorphic setting. We note that Cohen-
Macaulay in the algebraic sense is equivalent to Cohen-Macaulay in the holomorphic

sense. Namely, by GAGA [31, Prop. 3], each stalk of the algebraic structure sheaf has
the same completion as the corresponding stalk of the holomorphic structure sheaf, so

one is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if the other one is [5, Prop. 18.8].

Proposition 11. Let a reductive complex Lie group G act holomorphically on a Stein

manifold X. The categorical quotient X//G is Cohen-Macaulay.

Proof. Let q be a point in X//G, and let x be a point in the closed orbit over q with

stabiliser H . By the slice theorem, a neighbourhood of q in X//G is biholomorphic to
an open subset of the quotient of W by the reductive group H , where W is the slice

representation of H . The action of H onW is linear algebraic. By [13], W//H is Cohen-
Macaulay, so the stalk OX//G,q is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus X//G is Cohen-Macaulay �

Theorem 12. Let X and Y be Stein manifolds on which a reductive complex Lie group
G acts holomorphically and generically, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic
over a common quotient Q. Assume moreover that G is abelian and that the complement

of the principal stratum Qpr has codimension at least 3 in Q. If there is an equivariant
homeomorphism Xpr → Ypr over Qpr, then X and Y are G-biholomorphic over Q.

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 10. Consider the commuting
diagram

H0(Qpr, F ) // H1(Qpr,O
∗)k //

α

��

H1(Qpr,A ) //

β

��

H1(Qpr, F )

H0(Qpr, F ) // H1(Qpr,C
∗)k // H1(Qpr,C (·, G)) // H1(Qpr, F )

with exact rows (here, C refers to continuous functions). Let ω ∈ H1(Qpr,A ) be the
obstruction to Xpr and Ypr being G-biholomorphic over Qpr. By assumption, β(ω) = 0.

12



We will show that α is injective. It follows that β is injective, so ω = 0. Since X \Xpr

has codimension at least 2 in X by the genericity assumption, any G-biholomorphism
Xpr → Ypr over Qpr extends to a G-biholomorphism X → Y over Q.

Now consider the commuting diagram

H1(Qpr,Z) // H1(Qpr,O) //

��

H1(Qpr,O
∗) //

��

H2(Qpr,Z)

H1(Qpr,Z) // H1(Qpr,C ) = 0 // H1(Qpr,C
∗) // H2(Qpr,Z)

with exact rows. By Proposition 11, Q is Cohen-Macaulay, and since Q \Qpr has codi-
mension at least 3, the vanishing theorem for local cohomology of Scheja and Trautmann
([26], [35], [32, Thm. 1.14], [1, Thm. II.3.6]) implies that H1(Qpr,O) ∼= H1(Q,O) = 0.

Hence α is injective. �

5. General reductive groups

We continue to use the notation established at the beginning of Section 2. We refer to
Lashof’s foundational paper for the results we need about the classification of topolog-
ical K-G-bundles over X (see also [34]). Since G is isomorphic to a closed subgroup

of GLn(C) for some n, every K-G-bundle over X is numerable [21, Prop. 1.11 and
Cor. 1.13]. (Numerability is a technical condition whose definition we omit.)

We say that X is K-contractible if the identity map of X can be joined to a constant

map by a continuous path of K-equivariant continuous maps X → X . The value of the
constant map must then be a fixed point x0 of the K-action. A K-module is obviously
K-contractible.

By [21, Cor. 2.11], if X is K-contractible, then every numerable K-G-bundle over X
is isomorphic as a K-G-bundle to its own pullback by the map that takes all of X to
x0. Thus, by the discussion preceding Theorem 7, we have the following theorem and

corollaries.

Theorem 13. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group with maximal compact subgroup

K. Let X and Y be normal Stein spaces on which G acts holomorphically and generi-
cally, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient. If X is

K-contractible, then X and Y are G-biholomorphic.

Corollary 14. Let X be a Stein manifold on which G acts holomorphically and let V be

a G-module, such that X and V are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient.
If X and V are generic, then X and V are G-biholomorphic.

Corollary 15. A holomorphic G-action on Cn, which is locally G-biholomorphic over
a common quotient to a generic linear action, is linearisable.

6. Strict equivariant diffeomorphisms

Let X and Y be Stein manifolds on which a reductive complex Lie group G acts holo-
morphically, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over a common quotient

Q with quotient maps p : X → Q and r : Y → Q. A G-equivariant diffeomorphism
X → Y which induces the identity on Q and is biholomorphic from p−1(q) onto r−1(q)

13



for every q ∈ Q will be called a strict G-diffeomorphism from X to Y . If a strict
G-diffeomorphism X → Y exists, then we call X and Y strictly G-diffeomorphic.

A G-equivariant diffeomorphism ψ of X is called special if it is of the form ψ(x) =
γ(x) · x for some smooth G-equivariant map γ : X → G, where G acts on the target

G by conjugation. A G-equivariant diffeomorphism ψ : X → Y is called special if for
some open cover (Ui) of Q and G-biholomorphisms φi : p

−1(Ui) → r−1(Ui) over Ui, the

diffeomorphisms φ−1
i ◦ ψ of p−1(Ui) are special.

If the action on X (and thus on Y ) is generic, then every G-biholomorphism over
the quotient is a special (and obviously a strict) G-diffeomorphism (Lemma 6). Over
the principal stratum of a generic action, the notions of a special and a strict G-

diffeomorphism coincide. Clearly, the special G-diffeomorphisms of X form a group,
and so do the strict ones.

If the action is generic, then the definition of a special G-diffeomorphism X → Y

does not depend on the choice of the cover (Ui) of Q and the G-biholomorphisms φi :
p−1(Ui) → r−1(Ui) over Ui, since any G-biholomorphism over the quotient is special,

and the special G-diffeomorphisms form a group.

Theorem 16. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically and gener-
ically on Stein manifolds X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common

quotient. Every strict G-diffeomorphism X → Y is homotopic, via a continuous path of
strict G-diffeomorphisms, to a special (and strict) G-diffeomorphism.

By the discussion preceding Theorem 7, the obstruction to X and Y being G-

biholomorphic over Q vanishes if there is a special G-diffeomorphism X → Y . Hence
the following corollary is immediate.

Corollary 17. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically and gener-
ically on Stein manifolds X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common
quotient. If X and Y are strictly G-diffeomorphic, then they are G-biholomorphic.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of the theorem. We start by
constructing the desired homotopy in a particular local setting. Let H be a reductive
subgroup of G, and let W be an H-module, not necessarily generic, such that WH = 0.

Let p1, . . . , pk be homogeneous generators of Oalg(W )H of degrees d1, . . . , dk respectively,
and let B = {w ∈ W : |pi| < ai} for some a1, . . . , ak > 0. Let TW (resp. TB) be the tube

G ×H W (resp. G ×H B). Then TW and TB are bundles over G/H with fibres W and
B, respectively. Below, when talking about derivatives in the fibre-direction, we mean
the fibres of these bundles. Note that the G-action on TW is generic if and only if the

H-action on W is generic.

The null fibre of the quotient map TB → TB//G ∼= B//H is G ×H N (W ), where
N (W ) denotes the null cone of the H-representation on W . The unique closed orbit

in the null fibre is the zero section Z of TW . Now let φ : TB → TB be a strict G-
diffeomorphism. Then φ must preserve Z. Let δφ : TW → TW denote the derivative of
φ in the fibre-direction along Z.

For t ∈ C∗, denote by αt : TW → TW the G-biholomorphism defined by αt([g, w]) =

[g, tw]. Note that p1, . . . , pk correspond to generators F1, . . . , Fk of Oalg(TW )G with
Fi([g, w]) = pi(w), where Fi ◦αt = tdiFi. Let φt = α−1

t ◦φ◦αt for t > 0, and let φ0 = δφ.
14



Lemma 18. The family φt, t ∈ [0, 1], is a homotopy of strict G-diffeomorphisms of
TB joining φ to δφ. If the H-action on W is generic, then φ0 is a special (and strict)
G-diffeomorphism.

Proof. Since αt is holomorphic, the maps φt : TW → TW , t ∈ (0, 1], are strict G-
diffeomorphisms. Moreover, they induce the identity map on the quotient since they

preserve the invariants:

Fi(α
−1
t ◦ φ ◦ αt([g, w])) = t−diFi(φ ◦ αt([g, w])) = t−diFi(αt([g, w]))

= t−ditdiFi([g, w]) = Fi([g, w]).

This shows, in particular, that for every t ∈ (0, 1], φt is a strict G-diffeomorphism of
TB and that φ0 preserves the invariants. By differentiability of φ, lim

t→0
φt exists locally

uniformly on TB and equals φ0 = δφ. Therefore, φ0 is a G-diffeomorphism over the

quotient.

By Lemma 6, to prove that φ0 is special in the generic case, it suffices to show
that φ0 is holomorphic, that is, that the the derivative of φ in the fibre-direction along
Z is complex-linear and not merely real-linear. By assumption, φ restricts to a G-

biholomorphism of G ×H N (W ), so it has a complex-linear derivative in the fibre-
direction along the Zariski tangent space of N (W ). Since WH = 0 by assumption,

the Zariski tangent space at 0 ∈ W to N (W ) is all of W . This shows that φ0 is
complex-linear. �

We can explicitly describe the form of φ0. We have φ0([g, w]) = γ([g, w]) · ([g, w])

with γ : G×H W → G equivariant and algebraic. Then φ0([e, hw]) = hδφ[(e, w])h−1, so
that γ([e, w]) : W → G is H-equivariant. But for t ∈ R, φ0([e, tw]) = tδφ([e, w]), so

t[γ([e, tw]), w] = [γ([e, tw]), tw] = t[γ([e, w]), w].

Hence γ([e, w]) · [e, w] = γ([e, 0]) · [e, w], where γ([e, 0]) is an element g0 of G centralising
H . Thus γ([g, w])([g, w]) = ([gg0, w]) and γ([g, w]) = gg0g

−1. The element g0 is unique,
since for w a principal point of W , γ([e, w]) is unique (and equal to g0). It is easy to see

that any choice of g0 in the centraliser of H in G gives an equivariant γ : G×H W → G.

Next we describe the homotopy in the general local setting. In addition to the
notation above, let C be a Stein manifold (with a trivial G-action), and let φ : C×TB →

C × TB be a strict G-diffeomorphism. Since φ induces the identity on the quotient, it
is of the form φ(c, [g, w]) = (c, φ̃(c, [g, w])), where φ̃ : C × TB → TB may be viewed as a

smooth family of strict G-diffeomorphisms of TB parametrised by C. Let δφ̃ : C×TW →
TW be the derivative of φ̃ in the fibre-direction along the zero section of TW , and set
δφ(c, [g, w]) = (c, δφ̃(c, [g, w])).

Applying the above homotopy in this parametrised setting, we get the following
result. We let αt act on C × TB as the identity on the first factor and as defined above
on the second factor.

Lemma 19. The family φt : C × TB → C × TB, t ∈ [0, 1], with

φt(c, [g, w]) = (c, α−1
t ◦ φ̃ ◦ αt(c, [g, w]))

for t > 0 and

φ0(c, [g, w]) = (c, δφ̃(c, [g, w])),
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is a homotopy of strict G-diffeomorphisms joining φ to δφ. If the G-action on TB
(equivalently, on C×TB) is generic, then φ0 is a special (and strict) G-diffeomorphism.

We now want to change our homotopy so that it is the identity away from a neigh-
bourhood of a given point. Let c0 ∈ C and let ρ : C × TB//G → [0, 1] be a smooth
function which is 1 on a neighbourhood U of p({c0} × Z) and has compact support

F . Let τ(t, z) = 1 + (t − 1)ρ(z) for t ∈ [0, 1] and z ∈ C × TB//G. Then τ(t, z) = 1
for z /∈ F , and τ(t, z) = t for z ∈ U . Let τ(t, z) · (c, [g, w]) denote (c, [g, τ(t, z)w]) for
(c, [g, w]) ∈ C × TB, where z = p(c, [g, w]).

Corollary 20. Let ρ be as above and let φ : C × TB → C × TB be a strict G-diffeo-

morphism. Let φt(x) = τ(t, z)−1 · φ(τ(t, z) · x) for x ∈ C × TB, z = p(x), and t ∈ (0, 1].
Set φ0 = lim

t→0
φt. The family φt, t ∈ [0, 1], is a homotopy of strict G-diffeomorphisms

joining φ to φ0. Moreover, for each t ∈ [0, 1], φt equals φ over the complement of F ,
and φ0 equals δφ over U .

Lemma 21. If in the above situation there is a G-saturated open subset Ω of C × TB
which is invariant under x 7→ τ(t, z) · x such that the restriction of φ to Ω is special,

then all the strict G-diffeomorphisms φt are special when restricted to Ω.

Proof. The assumption is that for (c, [g, w]) ∈ Ω, we have φ(c, [g, w]) = (c, γ(c, [g, w]) ·

[g, w]), where γ : Ω → G is smooth and G-equivariant. It follows from the definition of
φt that φt(c, [g, w]) = (c, γt(c, [g, w]) · [g, w]), where γt(x) = γ(τ(t, z) · x), which is well
defined by hypothesis. The map γt is clearly smooth and G-equivariant. �

Proof of Theorem 16. Let ψ : X → Y be a strict G-diffeomorphism. Consider the

stratification of Q by the connected components of the Luna strata. Let Sk denote the
union of the strata of dimension k. We will inductively find homotopies of ψ such that it

becomes special over an open neighbourhood Ω of S0∪· · ·∪Sk. Since over the principal
stratum any strict G-diffeomorphism is special, we are done once we reach the case
k = dimQ− 1. Each step of the finite induction will be done by a countable induction.

Let S be a stratum of minimal dimension. Let H be a corresponding stabiliser and
let (W,H) be the nontrivial part of the slice representation. Cover S by a locally finite
collection of compact sets Ki, i ∈ N, such that each Ki lies in an open subset Ui of Q

with p−1(Ui) ∼= Ci × (G ×H Bi), where Ci is a Stein open subset of S, and Bi ⊂ W
is as before. We may assume that we have the same decomposition of r−1(Ui), so we
may view ψ over Ui as a map of Ci × (G ×H Bi) to itself. We may also assume that

any Kj which intersects Ki is contained in Ui. By induction we suppose that there is a
neighbourhood Ωn−1 of K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kn−1 such that ψ is strict and special on p−1(Ωn−1).
Let ρn(z) be smooth, 0 ≤ ρn ≤ 1, such that ρn = 1 on a neighbourhood of Kn and ρn has

compact support in Un. Then Corollary 20 provides a homotopy from ψ to ψ′, where ψ′

is special on a neighbourhood of Kn. Now let βt(x) be the endomorphism of Un which

is induced by the endomorphism of p−1(Un) which sends (c, [g, w]) to (c, [g, τ(t, z)w]),
where z is the image of (c, [g, w]) in Un and τ(t, z) = 1+(t−1)ρn(z) as before. Suppose
that Kj , j < n, does not intersect Kn. Then we may assume that ρn vanishes on

(Cn ∩Kj)× (G×H Bn), where we identify Cn with its image in S.

Note that βt smoothly extends to be the identity outside of Un. It is also the
identity on Un ∩ S and on K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Kn−1. Thus there is a neighbourhood Ω′

n−1 ⊂
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Ωn−1 of K1 ∪ · · · ∪ Kn−1 such that βt(z) maps Ω′
n−1 into Ωn−1. By Lemma 21, φ′ is

special over Ω′
n−1 ∪ U

′
n, where U

′
n is a neighbourhood of Kn. This gives us Ωn and we

continue inductively. We could run into a problem if we are continually shrinking the

neighbourhoods Ωn near a point z ∈ S. But there is a neighbourhood of z which does
not intersect the support of any ρn for n sufficiently large. Thus for n sufficiently large,
each Ωn contains a fixed neighbourhood of z. Hence there is a neighbourhood Ω of S

and a homotopy of φ to φ′, such that φ′ is strict and special over Ω. Since the strata of
minimal dimension are closed and disjoint, we may find Ω as desired for all the strata
of minimal dimension.

We may assume by induction that φ is special on a neighbourhood Ω of the union of
the strata of dimension less than m ≥ 0 (the union is a closed set). Let Ω1 and Ω2 be
smaller neighbourhoods such that Ω1 ⊂ Ω2 ⊂ Ω2 ⊂ Ω. Let S be a stratum of dimension

m. Choose a locally finite covering of S by compact sets Ki as above. We may suppose
that each Ki either lies entirely inside Ω, lies entirely outside Ω, or does not intersect

Ω2. We can now apply the above process to the Ki that lie outside Ω, and to the Ki that
do not intersect Ω2 to find a homotopy of ψ such that it remains the same on Ω1 and
becomes special on a neighbourhood of S. We can do this for all the strata of dimension

m, completing our induction. �

7. Strong equivariant homeomorphisms

As before, we let G be a reductive complex Lie group, and X and Y be Stein manifolds
on which G acts holomorphically, such that X and Y are locally G-biholomorphic over

a common quotient Q. Let p : X → Q and r : Y → Q be the quotient maps. In
the previous section we showed that in the generic case we can deform a strict G-

diffeomorphism X → Y to one which is also special. In this section we define the notion
of a strong G-homeomorphism X → Y , and show, in the generic case, that it can be
deformed to a special G-homeomorphism, that is, one locally of the form x 7→ γ(x) · x,

where γ : X → G is continuous and G-equivariant, with G acting on the target G by
conjugation. The proof is largely the same as in the previous section, aside from some
technical lemmas.

Let H be a reductive subgroup of G and let W be an H-module. Let B be an H-
saturated neighbourhood of 0 ∈ W . Let TW = G×H W and TB = G×H B. There is a
G-stable finite-dimensional subspace V ⊂ Oalg(TW ) which generates Oalg(TW ), and also

generates the G-finite elements of O(TB) as a module over O(TB)
G ∼= O(B)H . We may

think of the elements of V as G-equivariant maps from TW to V ∗ sending [g, w] ∈ TW to
the element of V ∗ whose value at F ∈ V is F ([g, w]). Let {Fi} be a basis of V . We say

that a G-equivariant homeomorphism ψ : TB → TB is strong if it lies over the identity
of TB//G and sends Fi to

∑

j aijFj , where the aij are continuous functions on TB//G. It

is easy to see that the definition does not depend on our choice of V and the generators
Fi. Since the Fi generate the coordinate ring of every fibre of p : TB → QB = TB//G, ψ
restricts to an algebraic isomorphism of each fibre of p.

Now let ψ : X → Y be a G-homeomorphism over Q. Let (Ui) be an open cover of Q

such that there are G-biholomorphisms φi : p
−1(Ui) → r−1(Ui) ∼= G×Hi Bi, where Bi is

an Hi-saturated neighbourhood of 0 ∈ Wi, Hi is a reductive subgroup of G, and Wi is
17



an Hi-module. We say that ψ is strong if each φi
−1 ◦ψ : G×Hi Bi → G×Hi Bi is strong.

Again, the definition does not depend on the choices made.

We may think of a strong G-homeomorphism X → X as a particular type of con-
tinuous family of algebraic (equivalently, holomorphic) G-isomorphisms of the fibres of

p. If the group scheme corresponding to X , as constructed in [18], existed, then the
strong G-homeomorphisms X → X would be the global continuous sections of the group

scheme. Note that a strong G-diffeomorphism is also strict.

Our main result in this section is the following counterpart to Theorem 16 and
Corollary 17.

Theorem 22. Let G be a reductive complex Lie group acting holomorphically and gener-
ically on Stein manifolds X and Y , which are locally G-biholomorphic over a common

quotient. Every strong G-homeomorphism X → Y is homotopic, via a continuous path
of strong G-homeomorphisms, to a special (and strong) G-homeomorphism.

Hence, if X and Y are strongly G-homeomorphic, then they are G-biholomorphic.

The key to the theorem is Lemma 24 below which says that strongly continuous
maps are somewhat differentiable.

Let H , W , B, and the Fi be as above. Assume that WH = 0. Let p1, . . . , pm be

homogeneous generators of Oalg(W )H . We have a grading on Oalg(TW ) =
⊕

Oalg(TW )r
corresponding to the C∗-action on W . Thus Fi has degree r if Fi([g, tw]) = trFi([g, w]).
The elements of degree zero are the pullbacks to Oalg(TW ) of the elements of Oalg(G/H).

Now Oalg(TW ) is the direct sum of covariants of the various degrees r ≥ 0. Let dj be
the degree of Fj. We ignore the covariants of degree zero, that is, we do not put them

in our list. We also ignore the invariants, that is, we only consider Fj which transform
by a nontrivial representation Vi of G. We may assume that dj = 1 if and only if j ≤ k.

Lemma 23. Oalg(TW ) is generated by Oalg(TW )1 as an Oalg(G/H)-algebra.

Proof. Let Wg = {[g, w] : w ∈ W}. The restrictions of the Fi, i ≤ k, must generate
W ∗

g , since all the covariants Fj restricted to Wg generate Oalg(Wg) and the covariants of

higher degree obviously cannot help. We are also using the assumption that WH = 0.

Thus the map TW → G/H ×C
k is an embedding, where the map to C

k comes from the
Fi, i ≤ k. Thus Oalg(TW ) is generated by Oalg(TW )1 over Oalg(G/H). �

Let ψ : TB → TB be a strong G-homeomorphism. We assume that B is stable under
multiplication by t ∈ [0, 1]. Let (aij(z)) be the n × n matrix of continuous functions

such that ψ∗Fi =
∑

aij(z)Fj , z ∈ QB = TB//G. Note that ψ
∗ has to send the covariants

corresponding to the G-module Vi to the covariants of the same type.

For x ∈ TB, let z denote p(x) ∈ QB, and let x 7→ t · x denote the action of t ∈ [0, 1],

that is, t · [g, w] = [g, tw]. Let t · z denote p(t · x). Let ψt(x) = t−1 · ψ(t · x), x ∈ X ,
t ∈ [0, 1]. As observed before, ψ preserves the zero section Z of TB. Thus dψ restricted
to the Zariski tangent space at the origin of N (We) (which is We) gives us a complex-

linear map of We to Wg, where ψ sends [e, 0] to [g, 0]. We calculate this derivative in
the usual way below.

Lemma 24. In the above setting, the following hold.

(1) (ψ∗
tFi)(x) =

∑

j t
dj−diaij(t · z)Fj(x), x ∈ TB.

18



(2) The limit as t → 0 of ψt acts on the Fi, i ≤ k, by the matrix L with entries
aij(0), i, j ≤ k.

(3) ψ has a normal derivative δψ along the zero section of TB, and δψ is a complex-

linear G-vector bundle isomorphism of TW which preserves the invariants.
(4) There are continuous bij(t, z) such that (ψ∗

tFi)(x) =
∑

j bij(t, z)Fj(x) for all i.

(5) If W is generic, then ψ0 = δψ is special.

Proof. As seen before, the ψt lie over the identity of QB. Now

(ψ∗
tFi)(x) = Fi(t

−1ψ(t · x)) = t−di(ψ∗Fi)(t · x) = t−di
∑

j

aij(t · z)Fj(t · x)

=
∑

j

tdj−diaij(t · z)Fj(x)

and we have (1). Now let i ≤ k, so that di = 1. Then

lim
t→0

ψ∗
tFi(x) = lim

t→0

∑

j

tdj−1aij(t · z)Fj(x).

Since dj ≥ 1, and dj > 1 for j > k, the limit is
∑

j≤k

aij(0)Fj(x). Thus the directional

derivative of ψ in the direction of x exists and the derivative acting on the Fi for i ≤ k
is given by the matrix L.

Next we prove differentiability. Let δψ be the bundle map of TB given by the di-

rectional derivatives. Choose a norm on the vector bundle TW and consider x ∈ TB of
norm at most ǫ for some ǫ > 0. We must show that lim

t→0
t−1(ψ(tx)− δψ(tx)) = 0 locally

uniformly for such x. For i ≤ k, we have

lim
t→0

Fi(t
−1ψ(tx)− δψ(tx)) = lim

t→0
(ψ∗

tFi − δψ∗Fi)(x)

= lim
t→0

∑

j

tdj−1(aij(t · z)− aij(0))Fj(x).

The last limit vanishes since aij is continuous at z = 0, and the vanishing is locally

uniform in x. Hence ψ is differentiable in the normal direction and (δψ)∗ acts on those
Fi of degree 1 by the matrix L. Thus δψ coincides with dψ calculated on the Zariski
tangent spaces of the null cones; hence it is complex-linear. Since ψ is G-equivariant, so

is δψ, and since the ψt preserve the invariants, so does δψ.

In order to prove (4), we note that by Lemma 23, for i > k, Fi =
∑

s fsQs(F1, . . . , Fk),
where each Qs is homogeneous of degree di and fs ∈ Oalg(G/H). When we expand any

Qs, we get an expression in the invariants times the generators Fj . If Fj occurs, then
since we have an expression starting in degree at least di, either dj > di, or the coefficient
of Fj has to be an invariant with lowest-degree term of degree at least di − dj.

Expanding ψ∗
tFi using the expression above for Fi, we obtain

(ψ∗
tFi)(x) =

∑

s

fsQs(ψ
∗
tF1, . . . , ψ

∗
tFk)(x)

=
∑

s

t−difsQs

(

∑

j

a1j(t · z)Fj , . . . ,
∑

j

akj(t · z)Fj

)

(t · x).
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Hence

(ψ∗
tFi)(x) =

∑

s

∑

j

fsjt
dj−dia′ijs(t · z)Pijs(t · x)Fj(x),

where a′ijs is a polynomial in the apq, Pijs is an invariant, and fsj ∈ Oalg(G/H). If dj ≥ di,

then the coefficient of Fj(x) has the desired form. If dj < di, then the lowest-degree
monomial of Pijs has degree at least di−dj . Set P

′
ijs(t, z) = tdi−djPijs(t ·x). Then P

′
ijs is

continuous on R×Z and the coefficient of Fj(x) in (ψ∗
tFi)(x) is

∑

s fsja
′
ijs(t · z)P

′
ijs(t, z)

giving (4). Part (5) is clear. �

Proof of Theorem 22. Using the arguments of the previous section, we prove the ana-

logue of Lemma 19 for continuous parameters. Using (4) above, we establish the ana-
logue of Corollary 20, where the homotopy is through strong G-homeomorphisms, and
the continuous analogue of Lemma 21 is straightforward. Now we can simply repeat the

proof of Theorem 16 using the analogues of the lemmas and corollary. �
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